
Emids Launches Extensive Rebranding Initiative

Company’s revitalized identity and core values capture its vision of human-centered healthcare innovation

Emids, the proven leader in digital engineering and transformation innovations to the healthcare and life sciences industry,has launched a
comprehensive rebranding initiative designed to align the company’s growth, domain expertise and industry reputation behind the singular
mission of “advancing the future of health through impactful technology solutions.”

Evolving the Emids brand further supports the company's profound impact as a partner of choice for leading organizations in the healthcare and
life sciences industry.

“We have been on an incredible, 23-year journey of growth and innovation,” said Emids Founder and Chief Executive Officer Saurabh Sinha.
“We feel this rebranding initiative builds on our two decades of success and positions us to meet the challenges ahead.”

Emids provides granular expertise and consulting in the domains of engineering, design and system management for payers, providers,
biopharma, medical technology and healthcare technology firms. The branding initiative solidifies Emids' place at the nexus of healthcare's
transformation into a digital ecosystem where actionable information can be seamlessly exchanged, and innovation can occur at speed and
scale.

In tandem with the incredibly pivotal time for healthcare, the driving forces of rapid expansion and global acquisitions compelled the evolution of
Emids’ identity to better tell the story of who Emids is today, enabling the company to consistently deliver cohesion and value to internal
stakeholders and external partners.

Emids' growth has also increased the company's footprint in healthcare. With over 3,300 associates in eight countries who partner with clients,
Emids’ growing capabilities have enabled the organization to scale innovations in user-experience design and software development, human-
centered engineering and low-code application development.

Over the next two months, the company will roll out its new identity across its global offices, customers, partners, employees and investors. Key
assets include a revised logo, refreshed website, and new messages aligned across products and channels. A global brand marketing and
advertising campaign will kick off later this year.
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